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Abstract 

For Broadband Integrated Services Digital (B-ISDN) networks ATM is a promising tech
nology, becallse it supports a wide range of services with different bandwidth demands, 
traffic characteristics and QoS requirements. This diversity of services makes traffic con
trol in these networks much more complicated than in ex.isting circuit or packet switched 
networks. Traffic control procedures include both actions necessary for setting up virtual 
connections (VC), such as bandwidth assignment, call admission, routing and resource 
allocation and congestion control measures necessary to maintain throughput in overload 
situations. 

This paper deals with routing and link allocation, and analyses the performance of 
such algorithms in terms of call blocking probability, link capacity utilization and QoS 
parameters. in our model the network carries out the following steps when a call is offered 
to the network: 

(1) Assign an appropriate bandwidth to an offered call (Bandwidth assignment) 
(2) Find a transmission path between the source and destination with enough available 

transmission capacity (Routing) 
(3) Allocate resource along that path (Link allocation) 

\,Ve consider an example .5-node network [7], conduct an extensive survey of routing, 
and link allocation algorithms. Regarding step (1) we employ the equivalent link capacity 
assignment presented by various interesting papers [1]-[.5]. We find that the choice ofrout
ing and link allocation algorithms has a great impact on network performance, and that 
different routing algorithms perform best under different network load values. Shortest 
path routing (SPR) is a good candidate for low, alternate routing C-\'R) for medium and 
non-alternate routing (NAR) for high traffic load values. 

Concerning link allocation strategies. we find that partial overlap (PO L) strategies 
that seem to be able to present near optimal performance are superior to complete sharing 
(CS) and complete partitioning (CP) strategies. As a further improvement of the POL 
scheme. we propose a 2-level link allocation algorithm, which yields highest link utiliza
tion. In this scheme, not only the accesses of different service classes to different virtual 
paths (VPs) are controlled, but also an individual VP's transmission capacity is optimally 
allocated to the service classes according to their bandwidth requirements in order to 
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assure high link utilization. This method seems to be adjustable to the fine degree of 
granularity of bandwidth demands in B-ISDN networks. 

It is shown that in order to minimize cell loss the call level resource allocation 
plays a significant role: networks with the same buffer size switches display different cell 
loss probabilities in the nodes and impose different end-to-end delay on cells if the link 
allocation and routing differ. Again, we find that when traffic is tolerable by the network, 
SPR causes the least cell loss. This can be explained by the fact that SPR spreads the 
incoming calls in the network. It eagerly seeks new routes instead of utilizing the already 
used but still not congested routes. SPR obviously wastes more rapidly link and buffer 
capacity as traffic load becomes higher than the AR, which chooses a new route only 
when it has to, i.e. when the route of higher priority becomes congested. That is why 
we experience that as soon as the SPR starts loosing cells, it indicates that available 
resources have been consumed and it rapidly goes up to very high blocking probabilities 
after a small further increase of load. 

Keywords: Asynchronous Transfer ?vlode, Broadband Integrated Services Digital \"et
works, routing, resource management, multirate circuit switched networks. 

1. Introduction 

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is the only switching and multiplexing 
technology available today that is able to support a wide range of services 
in the local, metropolitan and wide area networks with quality of service 
(QoS) guarantee. This broad spectrum of services (including LAN-LAN 
communications, voice and video communications and image retrieval ser
vices [8]) has drastically different traffic characteristics, such as peak/mean 
rate, burst length and QoS requirements, such as tolerable cell loss proba
bility, cell delay and cell delay variation. 

Access nodes have to exercise traffic control procedures in order to 
fairly allocate switching and transmission resources to the various service 
types and mixes carried by the network. Part of the traffic control is the 
bandwidth assignment activated at the call set-up phase. At this point the 
network has to assign an appropriate bandviidth to the new call on the basis 
of its statistical characteristics and taking into account the calls already in 
progress such that in case the new call is accepted both the already ongoing 
calls and the new call operate at a satisfactory level in terms of cell loss and 
cell delay. In the near past a number of interesting papers [1 J-[6J, [9J-[10J 
were devoted to the problem of finding an equivalent capacity that takes into 
account the aforementioned call parameters and results in efficient network 
resource utilization by allowing the network to allocate less capacity to the 
call than its peak rate. 

Once an appropriate equivalent bandwidth has been calculated, the 
network has to decide whether to accept the ne\v call, or not depending on 
the availability of routes in the network between the source and destination 
node, sufficient transmission resource (i.e. free bandwidth) and switching 
resource (i.e. buffers and translation tables in the switches) along that 
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route. In ATlvL a virtual channel (VC) connection has to be established 
between source and destination through virtual paths (VP). (In ATM a VC 
connection is ahvays established inside VP links [11], [12]). Since we expect 
high reliability and availability from these netvwrks, normally there should 
be a couple of such routes in the network and possibly different virtual paths 
along these routes. It is the task of the resource allocation strategy to select 
from the available transmission links and virtual paths through which the 
virtual channel connection should be established. This strategy not only 
affects the call blocking probability of successive calls, but also 'will impose 
different load to the s\vitches and thus will result in varying QoS parameters 
of the accepted calls. Obviously, to formulate an optimal resource allocation 
algorithm is a complex task [1-4], [24]. 

This paper focuses on two interdependent tasks of resource allocation 
in B-ISDN networks: (1) at VC connection (call) set-up time to find a series 
of transmission links (route), which have sufficient bandwidth to support the 
call and (2) to select the appropriate VP links within these transmission links 
and allocate bandwidth within the VP links, through which the necessary 
VC connection will be established. \Ve refer to the first step as routing and 
to the second as link allocation. In this paper. we assume that transmission 
links give room to several VP links and that the VP links are allocated on a 
semi-permanent basis before the VC connection set up time. Also in order to 
study the effect of routing and link allocation on call blocking, the network 
under study will have VP links that are allocated on a single physical link, 
that is, without loss of generality from the resource allocation point of view 
we exclude VP links that traverse through a concatenation of physical links. 
The refinement of the partial overlap link allocation scheme that we propose 
does not take advantage of this simplification. which is merely done for the 
sake of simplicity in this demonstrative example \\"e present here. 

It has been early recognized [1. 24] that traffic control at the call level 
may reduce blocking at the cell le\'el (i.e. cel! loss). Howewr, the joint 
analysis of resource allocation strategies at these two levels is an extremely 
complicated task. Further, analytical studies exclusively dedicated to the 
performance characteristics of routing algorithms \\"hen operating on circuit 
s\\"itched net\\'orks are constrained either by the number of services or by the 
topology assumptions [14]-[16]. These models become quickly untractable 
as \ve combine the different routing algorithms \\'ith different link allocation 
schemes and wish to study the joint effect of these algorithms, so to evaluate 
call blocking, cell loss and cell delay between communicating end nodes 
when applying different routing and link allocation algorithms we resort 
to simulation. Specifically, we apply the method of conservative parallel 
discrete event simulation (PDES) to study the network behavior at the cell 
level partly to exploit the power of modern shared memory multiprocessor 
computers, partly to model the simultaneous operation of the ATM switches 
inside the B-ISDN network. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the 
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basic assumptions on traffic sources. service characterization and net\york 
architecture. :\ext. in Section 3 we give a quick operational description of 
the simulation software called Flexible Simulation Platform (FSP) [18], [23] 
we used throughout this simulation study. VVe present results on the impact 
of routing and link allocation on call blocking in Sections 4 and .5. Based 
on these results in Section 6 we propose a t\vo-Ievel link allocation rule to 
improve VP link utilization and reduce call blocking. The impact of routing 
on QoS parameters is studied in Section 7. Section 8 dra\ys conclusions and 
outlines further research. 

2. ATl\!I Network Model and Input Parameters 

The FSP for AT\I net\\'orks [18], [2:3] has been developed in order to simu
late routing and link allocation in networks with arbitrary topology. number 
of nodes, link sizes and permanent VP Ive arrangements at the call leveL 
It employs the conventional discrete event simulation (DES) algorithm to 
simulate VC connection establishment and release events that manipulate 
the link capacities as state variables in the program according to the ac
tual routing and link allocation algorithm under study, The information 
model of FSP was proposed by [18], 'which defines a finite set of object in
stances. where each object is associated \vith a \\'ell-defined portion of the 
AT\! net\\'ork. such as a VP/VC switch. a transmission link or a VP link. 
Containment relationships between objects in the ATv! network (e,g. a 
transmission link may contain several VP links) are supported by the hier
archy of objects in \\'hich the FSP stores these objects. The FSP provides 
both a graphical and a text based user interface to allow the user to define 
network objects and topology. At the call level the FSP does not take into 
account the statistical behavior of the traffic sources (generation of XL\I 
cells) in detail. the effect of statistical multiplexing in the cell level resource 
allocation i1i is not considered on the call level resource allocation. Thus the 
basic assumption regarding resource allocation at the call le\'el is that Bi 
(i = 1.2,3 denoting the:3 sen'ice classes (Fig. 1) \yiTh the 10-\\'. medium and 
high bandwidth demand) basic band\\'idth units (BBLs. typicaiiy ':vIbit/s). 
representing the equivalent capacity of the bandwidth are enough to en
sure an acceptable cell loss rate for traffic type i (i.e. at the call level \,'e 
treat the network as a multirate circuit s\\'itched network). It allows 
the performance analysis of different routing and link allocation algorithms. 
Excellent aDplication and interesting simulation resuhs FSP OIl 

multicast routing Derformance analysis can be found in 
In this Daper \ve will consider traffic sources generating calls with CXDO

nential interarrival and holding time. even though the FSP does not restrict 
the traffic source model to any probability distribution function. Poisson 
models. hO\\'ever. are easy to interpret and allo\\' us to com pare analytical 
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Fig. 1. The network under study 

and simulation results to some extent. Thus. service classes are characterized 
by the call intensity, mean value of holding time and equi\'alent band\\'idth 
demand. (The multiple of the former t\\·o quantities giYe the offered traffic 
in Erlangs, while the multiple of the three quantities give the offered load in 
Erlang X Ylbit/s.) The FSP accepts any number of traffic sources belonging 
to the various service classes associated with the network nodes. 

Call requests are served by non-alternate routing (7\AR), shortest path 
routing (SPR) and the alternate routing (AR) algorithm. In the first a 
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Fig. 2. AT'.I switch model 

single predefined route is available bet\\'een source and destination pairs, the 
second uses the well-known Dijkstra algorithm to find all available routes 
and uses a weight function (reciprocal value of free available band\\'idth) to 
come up with the actuaL and the third uses a cable of candidate routes in a 
defined order and tries one after the other until one has sufficient bandwidth. 
:\. certain route can be used if there is at least one VP on each transmission 
link of that route that is able to provide bandwidth to the VC connection 
that will carr)' the offered call. 

Once the route has been determined, the link allocation takes place. the 
actual VP link on each link is selected, and transmission capacity is reserved 
for the duration of the call. In complete sharing (CS) (Fig. 1). all service 
classes may choose any of the available VP links to reserve bandwidth. In 
contrast, in complete bpartitioning (ep), the VP links in each transmission 
link are numbered and assigned to specific service classes. In this scheme a 
virtual call may exclusively' use the VP links assigned to the service class that 
belongs to to establish a call regardless of the availability of transmission 
capacity in other VP links. Partial overlap policies (POL) mix these two 
algorithms by defining both dedicated and shared VP links. (There are 
several algorithms according to which the actual VP link can be chosen out 
of the ones available in a transmission link, as noted in section 
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1. The traffic source at node "An initiates El call (VC connection r-equest) according to 
the probability distribution function which characterizes this traffic source. 

2. The FSP router finds the route HAn_"E"_"c"_nB" and the FSP link allocator selects 
VP links in each transmission link for the VC connection which will carry this cai!. 

3. After route and VP link selection this information is placed into the routing tables 
of the actual switches. 

4. The Cell Level Switch Simulators (one for each switch) adjusts the intensity of the 
generators connected to the sv;dtches corresponding to the seiected VP links. 

5. The traffic sink at node uEn analyzes incoming traffic (Le. it counts the number uf cells 
received and performs statistical analysis on eell delay) 

Fig. 3.6. The 3-hop route under study 
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Fig. 5 .. Y X X switching element 

All three link allocation schemes are common in not specifying the 
capacity allocation within a \'P link. i.e. the total capacity of shared VP 
links is available to the traffic classes \\'hich are at all allowed to use that link. 
(Figs. 1 and 9). As our simulation results show (see section 6) this policy 
tends to deprive band \\-id th from the broad band traffic sou rces alld unfairly 
favors narro\\- band services. Therefore. \\"e introduce here the second level 
of link allocation, which takes place inside the indi\-idual VP link. This level 
has significance only for shared \T links. but as \\"e will see. high net\';ork 
utilization can be reached only by highly shared links (i.e. if many service 
classes share the VP links). 

The FSP supports gathering statistical information on demand while 
the simulation is running. Statistics may include route and link blocking, 
route usage (i.e. how many times a given route has been used by a specified 
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Fig, 6, Complete sharing 

traffic source) and VP link usage (i.e. in average how big portion of the VP 
link capacity has been utilized). The input parameters (network topology, 
link capacities. service classes. traffic sources. routing and link allocation 
algorithms) are giYen in Fig. 1. \\'e consider a ·S-node net\\'ork [7] (Fig. 1) 
\\"ith one transmission link between nodes of a capacity 1.500 .\1bit/5. This 
transmission link CCln e.g. be a trunk of optical fiber links with an aggre
gate bandwidth of 1500 :"lbit/s. Each transmission link gives room to 10 
VP links with equal capacity of 150 :"lbit/s. Sen"ices i = 1. 2 and :3 are 
characterized by an offered traffic Ai = Ad/li in Erlangs. \Ye choose the 
different band"'idth demands (Ei) in a way that the offered load defined 
as Si = Ai Bi are equal. This is to assure meaningful comparison of 
virtual call blocking probabilities. The mean holding times are taken to be 
constant and equal to 60 TFs (l/ill 60 Te . (In Figs. 6-8 the X axis 
shO\\'s the intensity of the highest intensity class. i.e. sen'ice class 1.) A call 
generated in a node of the network is destined to all other nodes with equal 
probability. 

Although simulation results on call blocking 
are available. v;e will seleCT a node pair (say ,-\-13) aIlC! COIl

cerning these t\\'O nodes. Other pairs confirm the results presented herein. 
Concerning the CP case. the obyious question is hO\\' to assign the dedicated 
links to the service classes (i.e. how big portion of the lransrnissioll liIlk ca-
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pacity or in case of fixed VP link capaCltles hO\\' many such links should 
be given to the different service classes). In the POL case. an additional 
question is which of the VP links should be dedicated and which should be 
shared. Several efforts have been made to answer the former [12]. [1:3]. and 
a method combining these ones \\'ith the sequential hunting algorithm I 

will be proposed in Section 6 to answer the latter. 
Link allocation and routing methods are selected independently of each 

other. and while studying the effects of the one, this will be changed. \,'hile 
the other will be kept constant. 

3. ATM Switch Model and Interaction between the Call and 
Cell Levels 

In this section we try to describe (1) the ATVI switch model developed 
for conservative parallel discrete event simulation (PDES); (2) the way ho\\' 
events at the call level (i.e. VC establishment and release as described in Sec
tion 2) trigger events at the cell level (i.e. ATM cell arrival and departure) 
and (3) relevant implementation details of the multistage interconnection 
network (MIN) part of the switch. 
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In order to be able to study the effect of statistical multiplexing and 
statistical behavior of the traffic sources (generation of ATM cells) a simple 
model of the AT::"I switch has been developed in the parallel programming 
language uC++ [28], [29]. and has been put into the nodes of the network. 
The sv;itch model consists of a routing table and a s\vitching fabric imple
mented as a. =VIE\ composed by several stages of switching elements. The 
uC++ code allows the use of any size of switching elements, the results dis
cussed here, however. apply to =VIINs consisting of 2 x 2 switching elements 
(Fig. 2). The routing table is used to communicate routing information 
from the call level to the cell level, i.e. upon VC connection set-up the net
work level router places information into the actual switches routing table 
specifying the incoming/outgoing VP links connected to the switches along 
the route. This information then will determine which input/output ports 
will be used in the )'IIN for the cells belonging to this VC connection. 

2-Level VP Link Allocation Strategies 
A. Complete Sharing I Partial Overlap (CS/POL) 

max med min 

120Mbitls !30Mbit/'tj 

VP Link i, i = 1 .. 10 ...... -.............. . 

B. C om plete Sharing I C om plete Partitioning (C SIC P) 
max med min ............................................... . 

120M bitls I ".>d. f~··l _ .. ___ ...... _ .. ___ ....... ___ .. . 
VPLinki,i 1..10 

C. Partial Overlap I Partial Overlap 
............ - ...... . 

max med min max med 
120Mbitls 130Mbit/s I rl----1-2-0M-:7'b-:-itl-:-s----TI-30-M-bit;] 

VP Link i, i = 1 .. 6 VP Link i, i ~ 7 .. 10 

Fig. 9. 2-level VP link allocation schemes 

The =VIIN is a Banyan network. the major property of \vhich is that 
there exists exactly one path from any input to any output [11]. [12]. Differ
ent subclasses of Banyan net\yorks have been defined, the Delta and Omega 
networks are the most famous of them. The Delta and Omega netv;orks 
haye the self-routing property. i.e. independent of the input port at 'which 
the ATM cell enters the .\IE\. it will al\vays arrive at the correct output 
port. The route to be folIo-wed inside the fabric can be described by a single 
string of digits called the routing tag, which is the binary address of the 
output port. The major characteristics of the these net\Yorks are [11]: 

(1) they are constructed of identical b x b switching elements 
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their regularity and interconnection pattern make them very suitable 
for very large scale chip integration (and for parallel simulation) 
they have the self routing property, requiring 10gbN digits to route a 
cell from any input to any output 
they consist of 10gb"Y stages, each having Nib basic switching elements 

These lvIII\"s are internally blocking, since it may happen that cells 
(destined to different output ports of :vIII\") internally contend with each 
other for the same resource (i.e, link or output port), and thus they may 
get lost if no special provisions are taken [11 J. There are several ways to 
reduce the internal blocking to a level which is acceptable for the given 
application; in our model we place queues (buffers) at every output in each 
switching element to provide for temporary storing of competing cells. 

With respect to routing decision time inside the lvIII\", this decision can 
be performed once for the whole duration of that VC connection. or it can 
be performed for every cell separately. vVith respect to routing information 
place, the routing information can either be transported by each cell itself 
via a so called routing tag, or it can be stored in routing tables in the basic 
switching elements which are composing the ?vIII\". We apply cell by cell 
routing based on the output port address as the routing tag, 

C::lIln\en:r.lll' 

Fig. 10. ep vs 2-1evel POL/POL 

In our simulation, the size of the ::vIII\" placed into the nodes of the 
network is determined by the number of VP links connected to the node in 
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question. Since as described in Section 2 each node contains traffic sources, 
which generate traffic with user defined interarrival time and holding time 
and allow traffic generated by other nodes pass through the node (in case of 
multi-hop routes). the input ports of the '\II.\' of a given node are grouped 
into t\\·o groups: (1) ports to which "'\'T'\,1 cells come from nodes and (2) 
ports to \\'hich :-\'T'\l cells come from traffic sources connected to this node 
(Fig. J (a)). Similarly, the output ports are grouped as (1) local sinks. i.e. 
cells destined to this node are routed to such ports, and (2) 'transit ports'. 
i.e. cells belonging to connections which are destined to other nodes are 
routed to such nodes. Fig. J (a) shows the number of input and ouput 
ports of '\II.\' placed into the ':-\.' node of the .j node network and Fig. J 
(6) sho\\'s a 3-hop route from node ':-\.' to 'B', \Ye see that in our case the 
switch in node 'A' has 2 x 10 type-(l) input ports (these correspond to the 
2 x 10 VP links connecting node ':-\.' to nodes 'B' and 'E') and 12 type-(2) 
input ports (these correspond to the 3 x 4 traffic sources placed into this 
node generating traffic belonging to :3 different service classes and -I different 
destination nodes). Similarly. the node '.-\' '\II.\' has 2 x 10 type-(1) output 
ports and 12 type-(2) output ports. 

Let's consider now a \'C connection set up ewnt at the call lewl. 
Suppose that a traffic source in node ':-\.' \\'ith band\\"idth demand Ei has 
initiated a call from node ',-\' to node 'B' and that the net\\'ork le\'e! router 
has provided the :3 hop route: '.-\'-'E'-'C'-'B'. Further, the link allocation 
algorithm has selected a \'P link out of the 10 available at each of these 
hops. i.e, inside the transmission links ':-\'-'E'. 'E'-'(" and '("-'8'. The 
occurrence of this en~nt at the call1e\'el was appro,'ecl the net\\'ork. since 
at each transmission link along the route a \'P link \"ith sufficient capacity 
hcb been found and El capacity from each \T' link capacity has now been 
allocated. the cOllnection is set up. dw call le,'el simulator places 
a connection idcntifica'jon i]UIllber. the input port Humber (i.e. input \'P 
link number! and the OUlput port number (i.e, output. VP link number) 
into the routing table of each "\"itch along thp giWll route, Ob,'ious!\'. the 
lIlpU put port seleClioll i,E;. the inpu output \'P link SE;!ect at ihe 
cell level corresponds to the \' link allocation at 1 hp call 1e\('1. As a given 
\'P link becomes more and more saturated at the cail 1e\'("1. it 'Xill IlleaIl a 
higher and higher intensit~' of arriving XL\.I ceils iIllO the s\\'itch of that 
node through that input port \\'hich is associated \\'itll that \'P link. \\'hile 
this one-to-one association of "'p links and s,,'itch input i:'i Cl drastic 
simplification of the real situation. where this mapping is line Iil time. 
it allo\\'s us to form a basic picture of the net\\'ork lwh;-(\'ior \\'iT11 te: 
what impact the call le\'el resource has on t he cell !e\'el, 

\\,l1ile this ye connection is 'alive'. capacit~, \"ill be ,11101<11£::d ihe 
transmission path. and .-\T\.[ cells \"ill bp l100ding from the t :~ou'rce 

at '.-\' via the s\\:itches 'x. 'E'. 'C and 'B" to the traffic sink at '13'. \\'hile 
at the call le\'el the capacit\, allocated along the path \\'iil be constant, the 
number of cells generated in a giwn time period \\'ill statisticall~' fluctuate 
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according to the burstiness characteristics of the source, A VC connection 
\\'ith bandwidth demand Bi at the call level corresponds to a certain average 
cell interarrival time at the cell level such that the bit stream will just 
be Ei [lJ, [24], For instance if a VC connection with band\vidth demand 
Bi = 1 :vlbit/s is established along the route, it will mean that traffic source 
will generate 10£ + 06 bits in a second in average during the holding time 
of that VC connection, (Fig, ,n [1], 

Once the routing and link allocation (port) information has been com
municated to the cell level. the cell level simulation runs independently and 
simultaneously with the call1e\'el part. The heart of the cell level simulation 
is the model of the switching element and the processing of the associated 
(AT\1 cell) arri\'al and departure ewnts (Fig, 5), 

Routing conflict occurs in a switching element when t\VO cells coming 
from different incoming links are sent to the same outgoing link at the same 
or overlapped time interval (i,e, this model allows the s\vitch to operate 
asynchronously, which from modelling point of vie\\' is more general than a 
synchronous model), \Yhen this occurs. an arbitration scheme is employed 
to serialize the access, In our simulation. ho\\'e\'er. the arrival oft\\'o different 
cells at t\VO different input ports ne\'er occurs exactly at the same time (i,e, it 
happens with probability 0), Similar mapping of the operation of a switching 
element (e\'en though not in a shared memory multiprocessor machine) can 
be found in [2.5J, the detailed description of the implementation can be found 
in [:301, 

. .\ltogether four types of ewnts are modelled in the 2 >< 2 switching 
element sirnulation, The first 2 e\'ent types. denoted by .·\RRIVAL[i]. where 
i is 011 for the upperllower input port, are the arrival e\'ents representing 
t he processing of incoming cells from the upper and lower links. respectiwly, 
The last 2 e,'ent denoted by DEPARTCRE[j]. \\'here j is 1 for 
the upper/lower outgoing link, are the departure events representing the 
fOI'\\'arding of cells to the 11 outgoing link, .-\11 ewnts are stamped with 
an occurrence time, It is important to note that event execution must 
be performed ill order occurrence time, incorrect 
"imulation result \yiil be produced , The execution of an ARRIVAL event 
v;hen the desired outgoing link stat llS is idle results ill a of the link 
"tatus to busy follo\w'cI lw the scheduling of a DEPARTrRE c,'ent for 
,·\RRIV.-\L. If the link status is ,dread:' busy. ho\,'c'.-er. the .-\RFUV,·\L e,'ent 
wili only increment the queue length of the outgoing link, These 
mimic a rea! s\"itch \\'ith output queuing [11]. [12] \,,'here Cl cell is 
st raighta\\'ay on its arri\'al or placed in the link buffer depending on the 
olltgoing link status, As the :\f-UnVAL is no outst 
is executed. scheduling the IlPxt .\F\.H,IY,\L on the "ame link i,-:, necessar\' to 
preH'llt cau,-:,ality error ,.'\one1 heless. the immediate of r he 
next .'\ H RI\'AL ,\'ill be im if t hp cell Cl uene is full. Cl 

105" \,'ill OCCllr, Similarly. the ('xec:ution of the DEP,-\RTrRE ewnt \"ill 
have to schedule the next DEPAHJTRE e\'ent if there is ( m('ssage(s) 
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waiting to depart on the outgoing link. In addition to simulating a finite 
size buffer, a DEPARTURE event will also have to schedule an ARRIVAL 
to the link where a previous cell \vas blocked due to the unavailability of 
buffer space. 

The main control to execute the events is iterative. It repeatedly selects 
an event with smallest occurrence time to execute. The execution of each 
event wili update the system state, consisting of queue lengths, link status, 
number of arrivals and so on, and possibly schedule one or more event(s). 
The clock in the switching element advances together with occurrence time 
of the selected event. A version of the above switching element supporting 
internal backpressure [11] is discussed in detail in [25] and [30]. 

4. The Impact of Ro.uting on Call Blocking 

In this section, we try to evaluate the impact of routing algorithms on 
call blocking when combined \\'ith different link allocation strategies. \Ve 
consider three different routing techniques: non-alternate routing (:\AR) , 
shortest path routing (SPR) and alternate routing (AR). :\"AR allO\\'s a sin
gle predefined route bet\\'een any pair of nodes, AR defines a list of allowable 
routes, while SPR is dynamic in the sense that it searches for available routes 
in the network under run time. To each link. SPR assigns a weight defined 
as the reciprocal of the free capacity on that link. Thus. as VC Cs are built 
up along the links and free capacity on the links decreases, the weight of 
these links quickly increases. 

In Figs. 6-8 we observe that all services perform \\'orst under the:\" AR 
algorithm irrespective of the link allocation scheme applied \\'hen traffic load 
is tolerable by the network. This can be explained by the fact that :\"AR 
does not make use of possibly free VP links on alternate routes, but blocks 
the call if the predefined route is congested. Howeyer, if traffic load becomes 
high, :\"AR blockings are smaller than that of .-\R. and especially than SPR. 
This is because :\"AR ahyays uses only one route to build up a VCC and thus 
behaves 'more greedy' with bandwidth than the two other algorithms. i.e. 
AR and SPR use more resources (links) in average to establish connections 
than :\ AR which clearly results in blockings of forthcoming calls, which have 
to be routed along one or several links of the already congested route. 

\Ve also note that SPR is clearly the best for all traffic classes under 
each link allocation scheme when the traffic load is tolerable by the network. 
Because of the weight function (reciprocal of free bandwidth), SPR spreads 
the incoming calls in the network, i.e. it eagerly seeks new routes instead 
of utilizing the already used but still not congested routes. It explains \\'hy 
this algorithm performs best under 10\\' load conditions. SPR obviously 
wastes more rapidly link capacity as traffic load becomes higher than the 
AR. which chooses a new route only when it has to, i.e. when the route of 
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higher priority becomes congested. That is why we experience that as soon 
as the SPR starts blocking, it indicates that available resources have been 
consumed up and it rapidly goes up to the 'almost sure' blocking probability 
after a small further increase of the load. 

The I\AR actually can be further be subdivided into two different 
routing methods depending on the order in which the available VP links 
along the actual route are assigned to subsequent calls. If all calls are 
directed into the same VP link until there is enough capacity on that VP 
link, we talk about I\AR with alternate VP link search. This is in contrast 
to ;\TAR with shortest path VP link search, where similarly to the idea of 
SPR, the VP link of the smallest weight (within the given route) is chos.en 
for subsequent calls. Thus, the VC Cs belonging to subsequent calls will 
alternately choose the available VP links within the physical links. The 
effect of these t\VO algorithms is not examined here, we note for the sake 
of accuracy that ;\TAR results presented here were achieved with the second 
method (i.e. in the 'weighted search for VP links inside the transmission 
link' manner). 

5. The Impact of Link Allocation on Call Blocking 

Figs. 6-8 validate the \vell-known characteristics of the CS and CP allo
cation schemes [7]. The lack of link allocation policy, i.e. CS is unfair in 
the sense that it leads to heavy blocking of the broad band service class al
ready at low traffic load conditions while allowing practically zero blocking 
to narrow band services. The need for traffic segregation has already been 
recognized, e.g. in [13], [14]. [22] and algorithms to find the optimal parti
tioning in terms of VP link capacities with respect to VC connection set up 
probability and carried traffic are presented in these reports. These algo
rithms consist of defining an objective function, such as the carried traffic or 
route blocking and applying an optimization method \vith respect to this ob
jective function assuming the CP policy. The optimization algorithm relies 
on approximations like Erlang's B formula or the Knapsack or the Gaussian 
approximation [21], [22]. A method based on minimizing the entropy func
tion is proposed by [19]. This 'push down' algorithm dimensions the Virtual 
Paths based on Chernoff Bound. It derives an entropy measure instead of 
blocking measure that is to be maximized for each VP \vithin the available 
physical capacity in order to balance the blocking probability of the offered 
calls on the physical links. Under this scheme (CP) the wide band service 
class' performance is improved at the expense of introducing blocking to 
narro\," band service classes (Figs. 6-8). ;\Tote that this observation is valid 
only for medium and high traffic loads: for low load the CP results in even 
higher blocking probability than in the CS case. This can be explained by 
the low link utilization of the available capacity at low loads: the CP rule 
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restricts all service classes to their 'own' VP links and leaves other VP links 
under-utilized when capacity is there possibly available. At higher loads, 
however, the CP successfully protects the broadband classes from the at
tacks of the intensive narrow band classes. The important conclusion here 
is that CP cannot be merely based on the offered load: service classes 'with 
identical offered load but differing intensity and bandwidth demand suffer 
significantly different blocking probabilities in case of equal partitioning. To 
conclude we find that the CS policy is adequate when traffic is tolerable by 
the network, while traffic segregation is beneficial at medium and especially 
at high loads. 
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To combine the advantages of the ep and CS policies and to achieve 
fair distribution of blocking independent of the offered load \\'e now apply 
the partial overlap (POL) allocation rule. First based on the previous ex
periments' results, we assess the POL boundaries heuristically, and then we 
propose an algorithm to determine the POL boundaries (Fig. 1). To assess 
the gain produced by this POL optimization algorithm Fig. 8(0) shows the 
broad band and narrow band service classes when applying )JAR and SPR. 

Concerning the heuristic approach we note that the POL policy pro
vides for a more efficient allocation of available bandvv'idth than the CS/CP 
rules (Fig. 8(a)). This improvement is most impressive under low load 
values, and practically vanishes as the network becomes congested. The 
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interesting phenomenon here is that the narrow band service class is not se
riously affected by the fact that the broad band service class is multiplexed 
into its links. The medium service class, in contrast, suffers a notably higher 
blocking compared \\"ith the ep case. 

The above observations combined with results in [19] lead us to the fol
lowing link allocation rule applicable to intl'Ograted services netw·orks. Since 
when mixing services with different bandwidth demands and offered traf
fic such that the offered loads are equal the narrmv band service class gets 
almost exclusive access to ,the shared link's capacity, the narrow band ser
vice class access should be limited to common resources. Since optimal ep 
algorithms are available. the following algorithm is nm\" feasible: 

(1) Partition the physical network optimally using the ep algorithm in 
[19]. This optimization results as many VP links (1 ... 1V) in each 
physical link as there are service classes, each with a well-defined Ci 
capacity (i = 1 ... S, where ,V is the number of service classes). 

(2) :\umber the service classes from 1 ... S such that their respective 
bandwidth requirements are in increasing order Bi < Bj if i < j. 
Then let service class i get VP links 1 ... i. 

The exact realization of this resource assignment requires that the 
number of VP links and their capacities be redefined in our net\'y·ork un
der study, since the partitioning algorithm results in continuous VP link 
capacities. However. in order to assess the performance of the above POL 
partitioning, we approximate the result with the available VP links with 
integer multiples of discrete capacities (i.e. ISO .\Ibit/s). even if the FSP 
would readily allow changes in the VP link capacities. 

As an illustration of the above simple algorithm. consider the result of 
the POL policy in Fig. 8(&). In our example network the POL configuration 
will become such that service class 1 gets links 1-2. service class 2 gets 
links 1-6 and service class :3 is allowed to use all links (Fig. 1). From 
the broad band sen·ice class viewpoint the dedicated links (1-10) guarantee 
its performance under heavy traffic load and can take advantage of the 
additional shared links under low and medium load. 

6. Two Level Link Allocation Schemes 

All the above link allocation rules lead to bandwidth waste at least in those 
VP links that are dedicated to the broadband service class. In fact. all 
VP links will waste bandwidth at least to the extent that is determined 
by the narrowest service class multiplexed into that link. For instance, in 
our example 150 Mbit/s links dedicated to the 120 Mbit/s service class will 
surely waste :30 Mbit/s irrespective of the routing algorithm. To improve 
VP link utilization we propose the 2-levellink allocation rule. In this scheme 
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the higher level rule determines w'hich service class(es) is allowed to utilize 
which VP links, and the low level rule determines to which extent (i.e. how 
big portion of) the shared VP links can be used by the service classes sharing 
that VP link. The introduction of this level gives rise to a number of possible 
arrangements of the service classes between the available resources (Fig. 9). 
For instance, the CS/POL allocation rule applies CS at the higher level just 
as it is described above, but inside the individual VP links. say 120 :vlbit/s is 
reserved for service class 3, the remaining 30 2vlbit/s bandwidth is available 
to service classes 1 and 2. 'What we expect from introducing this second 
level of allocation rule is that it accommodates itself more flexibly to the fine 
granularity bandwidth demands inherent to services in B-ISD)i networks. 
Similarly, the POL/POL allocation uses the POL scheme at both levels. 

Optimization of the network configuration in terms of blocking proba
bility and carried traffic under this rule is more complex than optimization 
at the single level. As an illustration of the performance improvement stem
ming from this rule, let's consider the POL/POL case (Fig. 9) in Fig. 10. 
It shows the performance of the narrow band and broad band service classes 
under the CP and under the POL/POL policy when using SPR. All service 
classes drastically decrease call blocking probability because of the much 
higher VP link utilization: especially the broadband and narrowest band 
service class benefit from the improvement both for low and high load val
ues. 

7. Impact of Routing on Quality of Service (QoS) 
Parameters 

In this section. ive try to evaluate the impact of routing algorithms on cell 
loss. \\"e apply the SPR. :\R and :\ AR between the traffic sources at node 
'A' and the traffic sinks at node 'B". Regarding VP link allocation we focus 
on the CS method. to stud~' the effect of other VP link aliocation methods 
is the subject of our future research, (Currently we are continuing our 
extensive survey of resource allocation strategies and evalu them "\yith 
respect to cell loss. celi delay and cell delay variation.! 

Fig. 11 shows the end-to-end cell loss probability bet.\,;eel' 'A' 
and 'B'. \Ye see that even at the cell level the call level resource allocation 
pla=v·s a significant role: one and the sarne netv,,"ork (\yith but-fer size 
switches) will impose different cell loss probability on the cell streams fiood
ing through the s\\"itches between source and destination. 
\,"hen traffic is tolerable bv the netv;ork SPR causes 
expiain this phenomenon by the fact that SPR spreads the 
the network. i.e. it eagerly seeks new routes instead of utiliziIlg r.he 
used but still not congested routes. From the s\\'itches point of view, this 
results in utilizing all the buffers in the network. In contrast. :\AR does not 
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make use of 'idle' buffer capacities in alternate routes switches. but begins 
to drop cells. However, SPR obviously wastes more rapidly link and bu~ffer 
capacity as traffic load becomes higher than the AR, \vhich chooses a new 
route only when it has to, i.e. when the route of higher priority becomes 
congested. That is why experience that as soon as the SPR starts loosing 
cells, it indicates that available resources have been consumed up and it 
rapidly goes up to high blocking (loss) probabilities after a small further 
increase of load. 

8. Conclusions and Future Research 

Two aspects of resource allocation at the call and the cell levels have been 
studied: routing and VP link allocation. VVe have found that at both levels 
SPR performs best under realistic offered load values, while ~AR is better 
during congested periods. Regarding capacity allocation along the VP links, 
we have found that the offered load alone is not sufficient to select the op
timal policy; calls with the same offered load values can suffer significantly 
different call blocking probabilities when they share link capacities, or when 
capacity is equally partitioned among them. Therefore partial overlap al
location schemes seem to perform better under any load conditions, and a 
proposed two-level link allocation algorithm, as a refinement, is promising. 
Optimizing the two-level link allocation scheme is the topic of our future 
research. \Ve intend to develop call level algorithms that take into account 
the impact of the call level resource allocation strategies on the cell level. 
Different switch architectures and more elaborate models of these need to 
be investigated. It is still an open question exactly what combination of the 
above (and possibly other like load sharing and trunk reservation) strategies 
perform best in terms of cell loss. cell delay and cell delay variation. The 
briefly described simulation software, which supports both call and cell level 
performance analysis of resource allocation algorithms, however, promises 
to be helpful in this research. 
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